
Robins U12 Red 14-2 Lambourn Sports Red
League Cup 1st round - 25th September 2016

Scorers:
Jowan 6
Lewis 15
Josh 19
Will 25, 29
Teddy 26, 47

Sam 28, 54
Zak 32
Morgan 36, 45
Alan 43
Sonny 57

Player of the Match:
Alan De Paula

Although this isn't our first taste of a season-long knockout cup competition - we played up a year to enter the
Wiltshire County Cup a couple of years ago – it's the first time we've played at our own age group and the first
time in the N Wilts League Cup, so it was an exciting prospect for the team. We had been drawn against
Lambourn, a team from a lower division – potential for a “cupset”? We asked the lads to play their normal
game, be respectful if they scored and let us worry about managing the scoreline. The game started really
well,  with Jowan bossing the midfield and his superb play was rewarded with a well-taken goal in the 6th
minute.  But  Lambourn showed they had no intention  of  just  rolling  over  to  shoo us  into the next  round,
whatever their league position and they played some really nice football to keep us quiet until half way through
the 1st period when Lewis scored after some superb play from Alan. 

Josh was next to notch, just reward for being the first to react following up a thunderbolt penalty from Will that
nearly knocked the goal over as it hit the post and rebounded back into play. Great reactions from Josh but
Will was a bit gutted that such a well-hit penalty didn't go 6 inches to the left!

However, Will didn't have to wait long to set matters right and he was next on the score sheet with a really
clever goal from distance. Morgan was proving a real handful up front, as well as linking up really well with
Teddy on the wing, and it was their clever combination play that enabled Teddy to be next on the scoresheet.

A superb driving run from Sonny out of the back and beautifully timed pass set Wilesy free to add to the tally,
with a well-taken finish and then just before half time, Will again smacked it from distance across the face of
goal, leaving the keeper with no chance, giving us a comfortable cushion to take into the second half.

We decided to mix things up a little in the second half and also warned the lads that we would let the half start,
let  everyone settle  in  and then probably  start  taking players off  to keep the game alive – no-one learns
anything from the proverbial “cricket score” and it's no fun for either team. It's tedious for one team without the
element  of  competition  and  demoralising  for  the  other.  Youth  football  has  to  be  about  having  fun  and
developing your game, without those two aspects it's pointless.

Any idea of “letting the game settle” was soon dispelled as Jowan made another superb run down the middle,
carving out plenty of space to unleash a heck of a shot that the keeper could only parry into the path of Zak,
who calmly slotted home. But anyone who thought this was going to be a procession was in for a shock as
Lambourn decided it was about time they got a goal of their own. With pretty much the whole Robins team
pushed up, they won the ball back and hit us on the counter with some good attacking play to leave a nimble
Lambourn attacker 1 on 1 with Chivs. The lad kept a very cool head as Chivs rushed out to narrow the angle
and just slotted the ball past him, great finish, lovely goal. Not a lot else Chivs could have done as, abandoned
by his defence, he had to take the bull by the horns and he made a good decision that 9 times out of 10 sees
him win the challenge and clearing the ball upfield. But not today and I think everyone was pleased to see
Lambourn get a goal – it was great to see how pleased their players were as they celebrated.

Sonny made another great driving run and found Morgan, who doesn't need to be asked twice to find the net,
good work from both players for our 9th. As the coaching team were discussing who to bring off and how or
then reorganise, Alan got on the end of a rebound and finished smartly – great reactions to follow the shot in
and deal with the rebound. It was at this stage that we asked Chivs to take a rest and allow the game to open
up. The players soon realised we weren't swapping the keeper but just playing without one and after some
initial bewilderment soon grasped the challenge with both hands, particularly Alan who swapped places with
Josh and declared himself a “no-hands” sweeper/keeper. I think we might have found another future Neuer in
the making, not sure what Alan's like with his hands, but he's brilliant without them – a series of headed
clearances, athletic leaps to get a foot to a ball on the line, hooks, flicks and all kinds of tricks, all without using
his hands. It was an amazing acrobatic display which added hugely to the fun of the game for both teams and
certainly kept the crowed entertained. 

At the other end, Morgan stepped up to take a corner and curled it straight into the net at the far post, yep
that's correct, straight in without touching anyone, great skills. Noah was working really hard in the middle of
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the park and it was his good run that set Teddy up for his second. Tom was having a great game and was
unlucky not to score, we saw his determination to do so when he went on an epic run from the back, powering
through the Lambourn midfield before running out of steam as a determined roadblock met him on the edge of
the area. But he is always happy to be the provider and he fed Wilesy in for his second. And the final word for
Robins went to Sonny who completed an excellent game in which he'd met a series of personal goals with an
actual goal, after a rather more successful driving run out of the back. 

But this wasn't the end of the game and I think everyone was delighted for the last word to go to Lambourn
who finally found a way past Alan to grab their second goal of the game and claim the record as the top
scorers against us this season.

Good luck to Lambourn for the rest of the season, they played some good football in a good spirit and played
the game with a smile on their faces – and that is what kids' football is all about!
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